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It is currently estimated that humans generate and collect more data daily than the entirety 

of data collected by the human race preceding the year 2002. There is so much data, in fact, that a 
new term was developed to describe the datasets that contain them - big data. The size of the 
datasets are matched, it seems, only by the size of the claims made about their potential. Computing 
technology promises to make visible the ‘big picture,’ offering predictive analysis of some of the 
world’s gravest and far reaching social problems (Bail, forthcoming). As industry, governments, 
and the academy rush to take advantage of these new technologies, only a small number have 
paused to examine the assumptions which undergird them. My project seeks to remedy problems 
in cultural big data analytics by making explicit some of the systemic conditions of data collection 
and technology use. Understanding how data is collected, attributed to people, and analyzed using 
technology is important to guarantee our ‘big pictures’ are as accurate and rigorous as possible. 

Existing research has analyzed the ways data technologies function as mechanisms of 
surveillance and studied issues of privacy, two important components of a complete analysis. 
Furthermore, in 2008, the NSF Office of Cyberinfrastructure funded two DataNet projects, 
DataOne and DataConservancy. These projects focus on combining data across disciplines to 
answer 'big picture' questions – such as global warming, climate modeling, and behavioral risk 
assessment. These interdisciplinary endeavors are important for preserving research data, yet a 
noteworthy silence exists. While most of the data is in some way related to humanity or human 
activities, there are no humanities researchers represented. These projects consistently integrate 
various data types from differing contexts in ways that could change the final interpretation; this 
process requires further investigation. 

Big data is fundamentally concerned with mapping networks of relationships, through time 
and space (boyd and Crawford, 2011). As such, analysis involves sifting through the data, 
searching for patterns that have social meaning. Without a careful approach, apophenia occurs, or 
the false attribution of meaning to unconnected information. In this sense, big data can never 
‘speak for itself,’ and like all science, its interpretation varies depending on who is doing the 
reading. Social and cultural data are the details collected about individuals and their interactions 
with the world every time an individual uses a networked electronic device, pays with a credit 
card, or communicates digitally. Many of the techniques used in humanities or social science 
research programs started as commercial technologies or were adopted from other academic fields. 
The desire to address new media data is tempting for qualitative sociologists and humanities 
scholars who do not have the resources to develop their own data collection or analytic 
technologies, yet feel compelled to use the vast stores of social data on their personal projects. 

However, two methodological problems can emerge from this adoption. First, data 
collection is not a simplistic process, and if the scholar is passively receiving information, they 
will miss important details or alternative perspectives. Second, a large proportion of research 
instruments are designed to answer specific types of questions which do not focus on data 
relationships, per se. These instruments are not attuned to the needs of social scientists or 
humanities scholars. A nascent solution in the form of STEAM, an interdisciplinary approach that 
bridges STEM fields and the arts, humanities, and social sciences, would rectify these problems. 
My project is part of this process: Technologies can be modified and improved for the needs of 
modern researchers and simultaneously invite the participation of currently under-represented 
disciplines across the humanities to the big data expansion. 

My proposed research has two components related to this goal. As an analysis of the 
production of social data and the technologies used to analyze them, my research stands to make 



contributions to both critical studies of technology and the humanities. By taking a critical view 
of the ways in which data and technology develop in tandem, I will seek to reformulate a series of 
techniques for the research of social relationships online using big data. By considering the role of 
research questions, data types and dataset sizes, investigators can use better techniques which 
improve the descriptive depth of their case studies and the effectiveness of their suggestions. 

The first part of this research program builds upon the insights of science and technology 
studies by seeking the social conditions and politics which shape research practices (Blanchette, 
2011). Through researching the causes and forces which shape current data collection protocols, I 
will treat analytics as a technology. This historical sociology reveals the original setting and 
algorithms adopted to invigorate research methods. For example, social networking websites offer 
only a fraction of their materials publicly and further limit the timeliness of search results, making 
independent random sampling or longitudinal study impossible. Given the constraints of the social 
networking website's architecture, if data are not collected and archived by the researcher as they 
occur, the outcomes are unclear because the data itself is suspect (Papacharissi, 2009). This need 
not be the case. An interdisciplinary approach to cultural big data supplies social researchers with 
both improved collection tools and the necessary expertise in human relationships to predict when 
and where it is important to “listen.” 

My second task is to find methodologically appropriate uses of big data analysis in 
humanities projects. Social data are now collected in exponentially more forms and in a wider 
range of sizes, eroding the old binary between qualitative depth and quantitative breadth. Data are 
macro and micro, concrete and meta, instantaneous and slow moving, empirical and theoretical, 
quantities and qualities (Helles and Jensen, 2013). With this resource available, massive pressure 
is placed on researchers to translate social data into actionable information. The advent of digital 
media blurs the line between older, analytical approaches and suddenly accessible empirical 
methods. Because of this, researchers often rely upon software designed to handle different data 
types, emerging from other fields, such as engineering or the natural sciences. These disciplines 
have different relationships between their data (e.g. the predictable growth rate of organisms, or 
the breaking point of manufactured materials), so their software does not interrogate or complicate 
the dynamic and relational nature of social data points. There are some cases where analytic 
technologies are used reflexively. However, exemplary research practices are not the norm due to 
systemic obstacles. Those barriers are created when theoretical orientation, technical background, 
and undisclosed data collection practices go unaddressed as part of a holistic research method. 

To fully realize the potential of big data, my project seeks to incorporate qualitative, 
humanistic projects and existing technologies. The resulting benefits flow in both directions, 
informing the investigation of other research projects which use big data by revealing the role that 
data selection and type has on model outcomes. What is at stake is a new system of knowledge 
production where qualitative disciplines must engage with these huge stores of data and 
information to better prepare everyone for the needs of a globally networked community. 
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